
Function and beauty. beyond value.
‘    (ze)craft ’



The value of a product lies not only in its beautiful designs or craftsmanship 

but the practicality of the design that brings the product to life. A perfect

harmony between usage and design is the core mission statement of Zecraft. 

The use of the highest quality-grade silver coupled with long hours of

traditional Korean craftsmanship have created exquisite pieces of art that 

showcase the outstanding beauty of traditional Korean designs mixed

with modern sensibility.  Having devoted decades to fine tuning designs to 

perfection, Zecraft has gained much recognition and love both domestically 

and globally.  Zecraft was established in 1992 by talented and renowned 

Korean metal craft artists, Insook Choi and Romana Choi.  Our products range 

from traditional and modern ornaments, living products to gifts for weddings 

and other special occasions. 

A wonderful collection of silverware is just one of the many outstanding 

handcrafted products that has adopted traditional Korean designs and

techniques with functionality in mind.  Thus, the silverware can be used in

any modern setting. 



A collaboration of traditional Korean craftsmanship and use of nature’s

elements like gold and silver, jewels, traditional Korean knots and even

partially-colored black bamboo have resulted in designs that are truly unique 

and unparalleled. Silver which is the most presentable material of  Zecraft has 

many benefits such as resistance against bacteria, absorb bad elements out of 

food and provide purity of inherent. It brings Nature to its purest form where 

it helps to pour vital energy and spirit to the busy modern people's lives who 

are losing their health and essence of life. Zecraft hopes to continue to make 

these beautiful designs accessible to all, both here in Korea and around the 

world. Craft is a blend of function and beautiful shapes. This is the philosophy 

of craft.  'Ze-craft haus' follows in the footsteps of traditional Korean crafts.   

Based on 25 years of experience in outstanding craftsmanship, we have come 

up with a modern reinterpretation of silver crafts, lacquer, knots and

traditional jewelry.  The objective is to tell the story and the values of the

 ‘Ze-craft haus’in a unique way.  

Function and beauty. Beyond value. - 'Ze craft haus'











































































Metal Craft Artist
 
INSOOK-CHOI
ROMANA-CHOI

Overseas Exhibitions 
"Korean Jewelry" Invitation Exhibit, Mindelheim Museum,
Germany "Kobe Louvre Gallery" Invitation Exhibit,
Japan "International Festival"-Korean Pavilion’s Invitation Exhibit,
France Forum Invitation for "Korean-Chinese-Japanese Metal Craft Artists" 
(Metal Art Exhibition and Seminar), Tsinghua University, Beijing,
China Participated in "Young Art Taipei ", Contemporary Hotel, Taiwan

Domestic Exhibitions 
"Marriage-Craft Festival" Invitation Exhibit,
Ghana Art Gallery "Flower-Cotton and Accessory" Invitation Exhibit,
Ghana Art Gallery "Opening-Eyes and Heart" Invitation Exhibit,
Ghana Art Gallery "Greeting Flowers-Jewelry Invitation Exhibit,
HAND&MIND Gallery "Memories of the past-Korean Traditional Dress
Accessories Exhibition", 
Romana Choi Solo Exhibition "Invitation Exhibit" of Galley Yul's grand opening
"Marriage, harmonized with old school" Invitation Exhibit,
Gallery Sowyen "Into Spring's Scent of Bamboos" Solo Exhibition,
Moknam Gallery "Seven People's Love" Sharing Exhibition,
Audi AM Motors Gallery "Scandal of Late Autumn" Invitation Exhibit,
Gallery Chapeaux "Absolutes Good!-Marriage Exhibition" Invitation Exhibit, 
Gallery Chapeaux "Scent of Time" Invitation Exhibit,
Gallery Chapeaux "Choi Insuk Solo Exhibition on Accessories",
LVS.Craft "Choi Insuk Solo Exhibition on Accessories",
Love Minye Gallery "Stories" Solo Exhibition,
Gallery Damian "Excellent Design Exhibition",
Seoul Regional Public Procurement Service Participated in SAC,
COEX(Convention & Exhibition), Seoul, Korea
Participated in TEAWORLD FESTIVAL, COEX, Seoul, Korea
Participated in SOFA Art Fair's Grand Open in Seoul, COEX, Seoul, Korea
Seoul Gift Show, COEX, Seoul, Korea



Fashion show, etc
"Hanbok(Korean traditional dress)/Kimono(Japanese traditional dress) Runway
"Marriage Exhibition", The Plaza Hotel Seoul
"Charity Hanbok Show to fundraise for suffering North Korean children", 
Intercontinental Hotel Seoul
"Charity Hanbok Show to fundraise for children with cancer", Intercontinental 
Hotel Seoul
Charity Fashion Show of the fifth Nokwon, Hotel Hyatt
Designing the first Ms World Korea's jewelries, Rivers Hotel 
Designing "The land of dawn"-National Dance Company of Korea's jewelries, 
National Theater of Korea
Designing sightseeing merchandise for Ministry of Culture and Tourism
Designing Accessories for KBS's Korean Fashion Guidebook
Designing Hanbok(Korean traditional dress)of the President and the First Lady
Designing silver made jewelry case for the North Korean leader Kim Jong-Il
Designing silverwares, wood door, ritual vessel set chosen as Super Limited 
Edition by Lotte Evenuel
Designing "Golden Ox" for the thirtieth anniversary of Lotte Group.

Participation In Broadcasting (TV Drama, Films)
 
KBS2 : < Love in the Moonlight > (2016), < The Fugitive of Joseon > (2013), < King 
Sejong the Great > (2008), < Hwang Jini > (2006), < Jang Hee Bin > (2002)
 
KBS1 : < Cheer Up, Mr. Kim! > (2012), < Gwanggaeto, The Great Conqueror > 
(2011), < The Great Merchant > (2010), < Dae Jo-yeong > (2006), < The morning of 
the Empire > (2002)
 
MBC : < Episodes of Daejanggeum 10th Anniversary Special Show >, < Miss Mer-
maid > (2002), < Jumong > (2006), < Princess Hours > (2006), < Damo > (2003)
 
SBS  : < Jejungwon > (2010), < Ladies of the Palace > (2001), < Painter of the Wind > 
(2008), < The Great Ambition > (2002)
 
JTBC : < Cruel Palace - War of Flowers > (2013)
 
tvN : < The Three Musketeers > (2014)  
Arirang TV : < Arts Avenue - Practical and beautiful traditional ornaments >, 
Korean classical Music Program MC Kolleen Park’s Korean Traditional Dress 
Accessory
 
Films : < The Throne > (2015), < Seondal: The Man Who Sells the River > 
(2015), < The Sword with No Name > (2009), etc..








